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Powerful practices and examples to enliven engagement, recognition, results and relationships.



Preface
Peter W. Hart is the CEO of Rideau in Montreal, Canada. Rideau originated in 1912 and currently 
has 250 employees providing corporate and government recognition solutions around the globe. 

Peter Hart is also an artist with a gallery in the Old Port of Montreal. Peter’s art infuses splashes 
of colour with vibrant patterns that unleash energy for the viewer. Upon seeing his work, many 
visitors to the gallery say they found hope, happiness and energy in his art. 

David Zinger is an employee engagement expert from Winnipeg, Canada. The origin of People 
Artistry can be traced to a conversation between Peter and David. David had watched Peter 
painting. He also observed Peter’s caring, enthusiasm and ability to bring out the best in the 
people who worked at Rideau.  David said to Peter, “You are an artist and your paintings are 
enthralling but you are also a People Artist. Your workplace is your studio, people are your 
medium and your canvas is filled with recognition, connection and engagement.”

Rosa Say, a management expert from Hawaii, said the challenge of the book was, “how to teach 
somebody else ‘to be a Hart’ or how do you enable someone else to be a People Artist?”

This book is our response to her question. You don’t need to become Peter Hart - we encourage 
and enable you to create your own People Artistry to bring out the best in others.
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CHAPTER 1

An Introduction to People Artistry
Imagine a workplace where people don’t care. Imagine spending eight hours a day working in 
anonymity. Imagine being told that the only recognition you need is your salary. We hope you 
would only have to imagine this, not experience it.

There is another way, People Artistry.

People Artists 
draw out the best in 

themselves and others 
to create a workplace 

canvas of excellence for 
the benefit of all.
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Let’s take a snapshot of where you are now. Below is an informal self-assessment. Don’t make 
too much out of it as we consider it a nudge, not a diagnosis.  

Answer each statement with a yes or no. Put a check mark beside the statements that you 
agree with.

☐ 1. I am able to draw out my personal best at work every day.

☐ 2. I give more to others than I expect to receive.

☐ 3. I see people as people — not human resources.

☐ 4. I am authentic and transparent in how I work.

☐ 5. I recognize at least one person every day at work.

☐ 6. I listen more than I talk.

☐ 7. I am energized when I recognize and engage others.

☐ 8. I am genuinely curious about people.

☐ 9. I am willing and able to invest energy and time into developing others.

☐ 10. I believe results and relationships are not mutually exclusive.

☐ 11. I am equally comfortable achieving results and building relationships.

☐ 12. I offer my full attention to the person in front of me.

☐	 13.	 I	offer	others	specific	and	detailed	feedback.

☐ 14. I support the well-being of others at work.

☐ 15. I can listen without judging or giving immediate advice. 

☐ 16. I offer frequent caring and constructive feedback.

☐ 17. I look forward to working with people at work every day.
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☐ 18. I am aware of what motivates others.

☐ 19. I frequently talk about the meaning of work and how people matter.

☐ 20. I am attuned to the uniqueness and individuality of people.

☐ 21. I believe focusing on people is a pathway to sustainable results.

☐ 22. I am competent with my interpersonal skills.

☐ 23. I feel rewarded at the end of the day for how I worked with others.

☐ 24. I am comfortable working with emotions, energy, and engagement.

☐ 25. I demonstrate robust caring for people at work every day.

Total the number of check marks to calculate your score 

Score          out of 25.

The more check marks the stronger your artistry.  

• If you scored 24 or 25, you can use this book to tweak and support your artistry and you 
might share this book with another budding People Artist. 

•	 If	you	scored	20	to	23,	you	are	doing	very	well	and	this	book	should	confirm	you	are	on	the	
right path while offering you fresh perspectives or practices. 

• If you scored 15 to 19, you are showing potential as a People Artist and can build from this 
foundation to enhance your artistry. 

• A score of 14 or less is a trigger for you to study this book and commit to doing the exercises 
to develop your comfort and competence with People Artistry.
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CHAPTER 4

The People Artistry Palette
Our interviews with the People Artists demonstrated a diversity of tools and approaches. 
Phil Gebyshak makes exceptional use of social media tools to connect and grow people. 
Warren Heppner applies his rehabilitation knowledge to bring out the best in people even after 
devastating work-related injuries. Philip Dundas uses food to nourish people in Northern Ireland 
prisons. Leslee Thompson fuses caring, connection and People Artistry into her role as President 
and CEO of Kingston General Hospital in Ontario.  
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Here are five primers from the People Artists we interviewed.

Don Macpherson is the president of Modern Survey in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Every 
Thanksgiving Day, Don drives to his office, rather than parking himself on his sofa to watch the 
annual Thursday afternoon NFL football match. He phones upwards of 120 employees, friends, 
family members, associates, and customers to individually thank them for the previous 12 
months. Don literally puts abundant thanks into Thanksgiving.

Henry Mintzberg, a professor at McGill University in Montreal and one of the world’s leading 
management writers and educators, believes that management is an art, craft and science. 
Henry offers a no nonsense approach to management, leadership and strategy. Dismissing the 
distinction between leaders and managers, he simply declares that good managers lead and 
good leaders manage. He describes engaging managers as those who demonstrate respect, 
trust, caring, inspiration and listening to bring out the “energy that exists naturally within people.” 
“You don’t learn to manage by completing an MBA,” added Mintzberg.

Rosa Say, a management educator and coach from Hawaii, wrote Managing with Aloha. She 
teaches managers to practice the Daily Five Minutes or D5M. Managers offer five minutes of 
their time to fully listen to the people who work with them. The staff set the agenda for the 
conversation. Often skeptical at first, the majority of managers say it is one of the best things they 
ever did at work and many take the Daily Five Minutes home and practice it with their spouse and 
children. 

Larissa Thurlow and Kelly Saretsky work together in Institutional Research and Planning at the 
College of North Atlantic in Doha, Qatar. They maintain that each is the other’s People Artist 
because of their mutual caring, playfulness and how they feed off each other’s ideas. It is not 
unusual to hear them say at the same moment, “We are saying the same thing, only differently.” 
They embrace their differences to achieve results that neither of them could achieve alone. 

Srikant Chellappa, based in St. Louis, Missouri and the co-founder of Engagedly, has worked with 
up to 1,200 people in an IT firm. He is also an independent film producer working with 40 to 60 
people on a set. Whether in front of a computer or behind a camera, Srikant believes we must 
connect people to their aspirations. Srikant attributes his success to being perceptive about the 
people he works with, while wedding their aspirations to the organization or project goal.  
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Peter W. Hart
CEO Rideau Recognition Solutions

Peter has been one of the driving forces in transforming Rideau into one of the world’s fastest 
growing Reward and Recognition providers. He was recognized as an Ernst & Young 2008 
Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist. Peter served on Recognition Professionals International Board of 
Directors from 2004 to 2010 and was recently re-elected to that Board. He was the founder of the 
Recognition Council, a Strategic Industry Group within the Incentive Marketing Association, which 
helps provide recognition best practice guidance to the industry. In 2009, he was elected to the 
Board of Directors of the Incentive Federation, the umbrella organization for the entire incentive 
and recognition industry. Peter also serves on the Board of Directors of Accueil Bonneau, the 
oldest homeless shelter in Montreal.  Peter is very active in social media through his blog, Twitter, 
and Facebook pages.  He is regarded as an industry expert who has authored numerous 
articles and speaks at industry events. Peter is married and has a handful of children, and more 
than a handful of grandchildren who are always looking for recognition and rewards!  Peter also 
paints. You can visit his gallery in Old Montreal and see his latest collections online at www.
PETERwHART.com.
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David Zinger
David Zinger & Associates 

David Zinger is an employee engagement speaker and consultant. He has devoted over 14,000 
hours to the topic, in addition to founding and hosting the 6,700 member Employee Engagement 
Network. David has written four books on work, a dozen e-books and over 2,500 blog posts on 
employee engagement. David developed a 10-block pyramid of engagement to focus on results, 
performance, progress, relationships, recognition, moments, strengths, meaning, well-being and 
energy. He uses small, simple, strategic and sustainable actions to improve engagement, results 
and relationships. David has worked on engagement in Singapore, Wales, Qatar, England, South 
Africa, Germany, Spain, Poland, UAE, United States and Canada. David is married to Susan and 
they have three children. To learn more about David visit: www.davidzinger.com.
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